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What training programs are in Canada

The Canadian Constitution allows provinces and territories to develop their types of
curricula.However, despite some regional differences, universities and colleges are trying to use a
single system to describe programs.The duration and type of program is an important decision for
any potential foreign student, because it may have a significant impact on the further possibility of
employment and immigration to Canada.

Types of curricula in Canada

Certificate Program - Professional Certificates in Canada

The duration of such programs is usually 1-2 semesters, t e less than one year.They are offered by
almost all universities or colleges in Canada.

Learning is narrowly on one specific subject area.For example, administering medical practice.The
purpose of such training is to give a student basic knowledge of the selected procession.

For receipt at Certificate Program, a highly diploma is usually about the end of the Canadian senior
school or its equivalent.

College or University Diploma - College Diploma or University in Canada

Education on such programs usually takes at least 2 years (4-6 semesters).

Like certificate programs, diploma programs are more oriented to a specific profession than for
general education. They give the basic skills necessary for successful work on a particular specialty,
without being distracted by additional objects, such as sociology. Very often, the diploma programs
include mandatory practice (Co-Op Internship), and if you decide to get a bachelor's degree in the
future, then the subjects have passed can go to the offset. Admission to the graduate program
involves the existence of education equivalent to the Canadian high school.

Associate Degree - Lick of Junior Specialist in Canada

Training in such programs usually takes 2 years (4 semesters). Unlike certification and diploma
programs, this training is already more fundamental, t e includes not only basic disciplines, but also
additional general educational items. Examples of obtained specialties - Associate of Arts
(Business), Associate of Arts (Science). In some provinces, after the end of the Associate Degree
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program in college, you can transfer to the university immediately on the third course and continue
learning already, for example, under the Bachelor program. This allows you to significantly save
money because training in colleges is usually cheaper.

Bachelor's Degree - Bachelor's degree in Canada

Bachelor typically includes 4 years of study. This is already a classic academic education with
additional subjects and scientific approaches. It is believed that in the first two years, students
should receive common knowledge, and then focus on a specific specialty. Some educational
institutions offer even five-year-old programs, where the last year is practicing. For admission to the
undergraduate in Canada, the equivalent of a diploma on the end of the Canadian senior school is
fairly equivalent. With the degree of bachelor's degree, relevant language skills and work
experience, international students may apply for a permanent residence permit in Canada, using
federal or provincial programs. In addition, they can continue their studies and get a master's
degree.

Postgraduate Diplomas and Postgraduate Certificates - Post-diploma education in Canada

The duration of such programs is usually 1-2 years old.In Canada, there are many different
programs that require a bachelor's degree to enroll (you can use your country university
diplomas).Post-diploma education may be in the future to be credited to the master's program if you
have a desire to get this degree.Postgraduate programs are more intensive specializations in the
selected area.For example, project management or personnel management.

Master's Degree - Master in Canada

The duration of the magistracy in Canada is usually from one to three years (3-9 full
semesters).Master's degree can be obtained in almost any University of Canada.For admission to
the magistracy, it is necessary to have a bachelor's degree, because the program is based on
academic knowledge already obtained.The magistracy makes it possible to explore his profession
from a scientific point of view - learn how to conduct and analyze research, implement large
projects, etc.

If you have a desire to stay in Canada after training, Master programs provide ample opportunities to
implement such plans.

DOCTORATE DEGREE - Doctoral degree in Canada

Programs on the protection of doctoral dissertation usually take 4-6 years.In general, the doctoral
degree in Canada includes 2-3 years of mandatory full-time courses followed by writing the
dissertation.
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Directions of training and specialty in Canada.

In Canadian educational institutions, you can find more than a hundred different directions of
learning and specialties, but you can select several basic:

Arts.

Humanities.

Business

Management

Computer Sciences.

Education.

Fine Arts.

Engineering

Technology.

Mathematics.

Medicine and Life Sciences

Natural Sciences.

Social Sciences.

Semesters, courses and loans in Canadian educational institutions.

Semester in Canada, on average, last 4 months.In the calendar year you can have 2 or 3
semesters.Usually the third semester (summer) is optional.Students who have a goal as soon as
possible to complete their studies, prefer not to avoid summer semesters.However, others use this
time to go home or earn money on the next semester.

During each semester, you will learn several courses. The course can be compared with the subject
or discipline in the Soviet system of education understandable. There is a specific list of courses that
you need to go through to complete the program. This list will have mandatory courses and courses
on your choice (TE from 10 possible optional courses, you must select any 7, for example). As a



rule, you yourself can determine the order in which these courses take. The vast majority of
Canadian universities have an online recording system for courses, which opens in front of each
semester. Students themselves form their schedule. Each course includes its mandatory work,
projects and exams.

Each program consists of a certain number of loans. If we speak simple language, a loan is a
measure of the complexity of the program. In the Soviet education system, the clock is used, for
example, philologists in the program 30 hours of mathematics, and in engineers 300. The difference
is that a loan is a more complex unit of measure, which rather the amount of information rather. In
the Canadian training institution, a mathematics course may be one (12 weeks) and philologists and
engineers, simply engineers for these 12 lessons will give 3 times more information that they must
learn. And their mathematics course will be "weighing" 20 credits, while the course of philologists,
for example, 5. Thus, each past course will give you a certain amount of loans passed, and in the
total amount you must receive a minimum that requires the program.


